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Examination of Eggers' Relationship Between 
Transverse Wave ·Profiles and Wave Resistance 
By H. E. Kobus 2 
A two-dimensional vertical strut with a cross section obtained by conformal mapping of an 
ogive in an unboutlded plane into a channel has been investigated. Eggers' relationship 
between transverse wave profiles and wave resistance has been applied to both analytical 
and experimental profiles. The basic. assumption of a free wave system in the analysis 
seems to introduce only a· small error in comparison to the effects of viscosity. 
b; RECENT years, several attempts have been made to 
obtain the wavemaking resistance of a floating body 
directly from measurements of the wave pattern following 
it. A relationship derived from linearized potential 
theory by Eggers [I, 2 J3 seems the most promising, since 
it is based on the single assumption of the presence of a . 
system of free waves, or, in other words, that local effects 
have vanished in the region of measurement and the wave 
system has assumed the asymptotic form. The results 
obtained from such an analysis, however, seem to be in 
poor agreement with experimental values, which indicates 
some shortcomings in the underlying assumptions: 
firstly, measurements are performed at moderate dis-
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tances behind the body, where the influence of the "near-
field term" may not be negligible, and secondly, the 
presence of a viscous wake has a pronounced effect on 
the surface configuration, which is not accounted for in 
the analysis. 
The purpose of this study is to examine the importance 
of these two simplifications in Eggers' analysis by ana-
lytical and experimental mearis under nearly ideal con-
ditions. A slender, two-dimensional ogival strut is in-
vestigated. Eggers' method is applied to transverse 
surface profiles, obtained both from linearized potential 
theory and from experiments, and the results are com-
pared with the theoretical wave resistance as obtained 
from the known zero-Froude-number singularity dis-
tribution generating the body. 
Surface Elevation Due to a Line Source in a Channel 
The velocity potential for a source of strength m mov-
ing at a constant speed U below the free surface of a 
semi-infinite fluid was first given by Havelock and since 
has been rederived by many. In a right-handed car-
tesian coordinate system, fixed with respect to the source, 
_______________ Nomenclature
b tank width .ro, Yo, -zo coordinates of point source K ob [ (Kob r J h d, d' abscissae of sonrce in eon- J:, real part of complex num- Zo, Z1 -± - +l 4n-n 4n-n · 
formal mapping of ogive ber Zc a opening angle of modified 
g gravitational acceleration Z, Z1, Zr, l complex variables in con- ogive 
h depth of tank formal mapping of ogive 
'Y 2/ (2 - a / n-) 
m source strength lLh f surface elevation 
[ ( 4n- r J h FJ.({j) 2 · 0 m(xo) sin ({3x0 )dx0 f ,, fl, f2 component:; of surface ele-n* 1 + - n 2 vation 
bKo 
L length of modified ogive 
[ ~2 + e~n YJ;,> 0~J* 
U1 V velocity components in the R theoretical wave resistance 
x- and y-direction [/ forward velocity of the p mas;; den;;ity 
x, y, z right-handed cartesian eo- source Ko g/ Ut 
ordinates w complex potential cp velocity potential 
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which has its x- and y-axes in the undisturbed free surface 
and the z-axis pointing vertically upward and which 
moves with a constant speed U in the negative x-direc-
tion, the potential is given by 
<t>(x, y, z) = JmE~H~~F 
_ 4m i-.:/2 # OD ke-k(zo-z) ( · k) cos [k(x - x0 ) cos 0] 
1r o . o Ko sec2 0 -
f"/2 X cos [k(y- y0) sin O]dlcdO- 4T~hM Jo e-Kosec'B(zo-z> 
X sin [Ko(x - xo) sec 0] 
X cos [Ko(Y - Yo) sec 0 tan 8] sec2 8d0 (1) 
"-here P(xo, yo, -z0) designates the location of the source, 
the symbol i indicates a Cauchy principal-value inte-
gral, and 
Ko g/U2 
R [(x - xo)2 + (y - Yo) 2 + (z + zoPrh 
R' = [(x - Xo) 2 + (y - Yo) 2 + (z - zo)2]' 12 
This expression vanishes to the order (1/x) for large 
negative values of x, whereas far downstream it assumes 
the much less rapidly vanishing asymptotic form 
4> = -SmKo e-Ko(zo-z)sec' 8 sin [Ko(X- Xo) sec 8] J: -.:/2 0 
Xcos [Ko(Y - Yo) sec 0 tan 8] sec2 8d8 for x » 0 (2) 
The potential for a vertical line source Qf constant 
strength, extending to infinite depth, results from inte-
grating equation (1) with respect to z0 : 
~line = -m [ N~ foL E~ + ~~F dzo] 
-!m i"/2 #"' ekz 
- - ( 2 ) cos [lc(x - xo) cos 8] 1r o o Kosec 8 - k 
f"/2 
X cos [k(y - Yo) sin 0 ]clkd8 - 4m J 
0 
eKoz sec '9 
X sin [Ko(x - xo) sec 0] cos [Ko(Y - Yo) sec 8 tan 8 ]dO 
(3) 
The surface elevation at any point is given by 
which yields 
with 
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U ocpl t(x, y) = - - · -
g ox z - o 
(4) 
(5) 
-2Um(x- Xo) ts = JJJJJJJJ~JJJJ~JJg[(x - Xo) 2 + (y - Yo) 2 ] 
4Um r.-/2 ..& OD k cos 0 
1rg J o 1'o (Ko sec2 8 - k) 
X sin [k(x - xo) cos 0] cos [k(y - Yo) sin 8]dkd8 
4m i.-/2 
t2 = -. - COS (Ko(X - Xo) sec 0] 
u 0 
X cos [Ko(Y - Yo) sec 0 tan 0] sec Od8 
The surface elevation vanishes upstream from the line 
source to the order (1/x). Far downstream it assumes 
the asymptotic form 
t(x, y) = 2.f2 for x » 0 (6) 
which vanishes to the order (1/ y'x) [12 ]. 
If the line source is considered to lie on the centerline 
(yo = 0) of a tank with walls at y = ±b/2, a double · 
infinite series of images at Yo = ±nb; n = 1, 2, 3, ... , is 
generated and the components of the surface elevation 
are given by 
-2Um "' l · 1 J 
.fs = . (x - Xo) L 2 2 g n=-OD (x- Xo) + (y- nb) 
(7) 
. {-4Um i.-12 *OD 
.f1 = hm 
N-+OD 1rg 0 0 
k cos 0 
(Ko sec2 0 - k) 
X sin [k(x - Xo) cos 8]{ 8!}dkdo} 
 {4m r.-/2 } 
.f2 = ~~ U Jo cos [Ko(x- xo) sec 8]{8d sec)dO 
·where 81.2 is defined as 
N 
81.2 = 2: cos [A1.2(y - nb)] 
n--N 
with 
A1 = k sin 0; A 2 = Ko sec 8 tan 0 
According to a procedure proposed by Land weber [6 ], 
symmetry considerations and use of the relation 
'£ Re(e-ina) = sin [(N + !)a] 
n= -N sin (a/2) 
lead to 
8 _ (A ) sin [(N + !)Aub] 1.2 - cos 1.2Y sin (A1.2b/2) 
and hence to 
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k cos() 
. -2Um f"12 j'"' rx = hm 
N._.., 1rg - .. ;2 o (Ko sec2 8 - k) 
X sin (k(x - Xo) cos ()] cos [ky sin ()] 
sin [ (2N + I) ~sinEF J 
X k dkd8 
sin(: sin()) 
and a corresponding expression for r2. 
The change of variables 
E = k cos 8, 
yields the following form: 
1J = k sin 8 
sin [ (2N + I) ~ J (bd1J) 
X . (b) d~ 2 Slll _!!_ 
2 
Application of the Dirichlet formula (6] 
.g~..I J:'" f(x) sin xE~~W I)x] dx = 7r n~cc f(n7r) 
leads to 
where ~n * is defined as 
r2 = -- COS (Ko(X - Xo)] + 2 L * 47rUm { '"' I bg n-l n 
X cos [ K0(x - x0) (n*: I)'/] cos ( 2m ~F} ( IO) 
with 
[ ( 4 )2 ]'/· n * = I + b:o n2 - (11) 
The Cauchy principal-value integral in equation (9) 
has yet to be cast into a form which is suitable for numeri-
cal evaluation. The 'transformation 
b~n * z=-
2m 
changes this integral, which we designate by I, to 
I = - ...c a> (z' - I) sin r 2m ( T) (z2 - I)'h J dz 
~ 1 z(z - zo)(z - z1) 
with the roots 
zo.l = h~b ± [(Kob )2 + I]'h 
47rn 4m 
(I2) 
where z0 is the value at which the integrand is singular. 
For a numerical integration we have to write I in two 
parts, of which we evaluate the first one by Simpson's 
rule and find an approximate solution for the second. If 
the upper limit of integration (UL) of the first part is 
chosen sufficiently large as compared to unity, we can 
write with good approximation 
I = _ ..& c ·L (z 2 - I) sin [ ( T) 21rn (z 2 - l )'h] dz 
. 1' 1 z(z - zo)(z - z1) 
+Si [(x b Xo) 2mUL J- ~ (I3) 
[ (') )2]';, ~n* = e + "'"': > 0 The condition that the Cauchy principal value should (8) ·occur in the first expression demands that (UL) be 
chosen such that 
Symmetry considerations with respect to E and n finally 
yield 
rl = 4~m {cos [Ko(x - Xo)] ( Si[Ko(x - Xo) ] + ~F 
- sin [Ko(x - Xo) ]Ci xh~Ex - Xo)]} 
SUm ~ (2 y) * '"' e sin ((x - uoF~] c[t 
- -- LJ cos 1rn - --,...-'. '-'--..,.--......:.c: .; 
bg n= 1 b o · ~" *2Eho~n * - e) (9) 
Examination of the integral in this expression by the 
method of stationary phase shows that the contribution 
from then th series term vanishes as n becomes very large. 
Corresponding treatment of the term r2 leads after 
lengthy manipulations to 
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UL > 2!~2 +I 
The numerical evaluation of the integral has to be 
handled carefully, in particular nea.r the lower limit. 
The Catichy principal value, on the other ha.nd, imposes 
no problem. L. Landweber has shown (see Appendix I) 
that integrals of the type 
J;b f(z) dz 
1' a (z - zo) 
can be integrated numerically by Simpson's rule if the 
principal value is selected to be an odd point in the 
summation and if the indeterminate value of the inte-
grand at z = zo is replaced by f'(zo)- In the case of equa-
tion (13), we have 
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Fig. 1 Con formal mapping of ftow past modified ogive in a channel into flow past unit circle 
/ '(zo) = (2n* + l)an . [(x - Xo) 9 ( 2 _ 1)'/a] ! • 2 sm b _.,.n z0 Zo n 
where 
+ Z~ranDEx - xo) ( 2 1)'/• [(x - .ro) Zo - cos ---
. bn* b 
X 2~rnEzo2 - I)'/•] 
_ 2r 
a= bKc 
Source Distribution for a Modified Ogive 
(14) 
(15) 
Consider a body in the z.-plane extending from :r. == 0 
to x. = L along the centerlinc of a. channel of width b, 
subject to a uniform stream U (sec Fig. I). The trans-
formation 
z= 
e2•LI• + 1 _ 2e2wa,/l> 
e2rrL/b _ 1 (!G) 
maps the channel region into the entire z-plane, and nose 
and stern of the body into x - ± 1, respectively, whereas 
the uniform stream is transformed into a two-dimensional 
source of strength 
Ub 
m.= 211" (17) 
located on the positive real axis at 
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eZ•L/b + 1 d' = ~.JJIJ­e2•L/b _ 1 
Conver:sely, if we define the body in the z-plaue to be an 
ogive of angle a, then transformation (16) can be used to 
map the flow past an ogive due to an external source into 
flow due to a uniform stream U in a channel of width b 
past a body, which we ~;hall call "modified ogive," 
located at the centerline of the channel and extending 
from x. = 0 to x. = L. The problem is now reduced to 
finding the velocity potential for the flow past an ogive 
due to an external source. 
The exterior of the ogive of angle a extending from 
x = -I to x ... + 1 in the z-plane is mapped into the ex-
terior of the unit circle by the transformation 
: ~ ~ = E~ ~ ~yJaLr (18) 
The source of strength m. on the positive real axis a.t d' 
in the z-plane is transformed int() a source of strength m. 
on the positive real axis at a point din the f-plane. The 
image system inside the unit circle due to such an ex-
ternal source consists of a. source at the inverse point 1/d 
and a sink a.t the origin, both of the sn.me strength as the 
external source. The complex potential can therefore be 
written as 
lV(t) = m.[In (s- d)+ In (r-n- In (t)J 
and the velocities are given by 
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Fig. 2 Shape and singularity distribution of modified ogive 
clW(f) = u _ iv = m [_1_ + _1 __ ~] 
elf • r - cl . r _ ~ f 
cl 
The relation (18) transforms this into the flow past the 
ogive, and the velocities in the z-plane are given by 
clW = dW . clr = clJVCll + clW< 2> _ clJV<al (19) dz elf dz dz dz dz 
The first one of these terms is 
these points in order to remain always on the same 
Cauchy-Riemann surface. We shall continue the flow 
field analytically into the body and determine the jump 
in normal velocity across that cut, which can then be 
interpreted in terms of a distribution of sources along the 
cut. If we define 
z - 1 = tei6 
then we have on the real axis for x > 1 
dW<l) { (z2 - 1)-y/2-t } 
-----a;- = 2~Dm• (1 - d)(z + 1)Y + 2d(z + 1)1 12 (z - l)Y12 - (1 + cl)(z - 1)-y (20) 
with 
2 
'Y = ---
. 2- et./11" (21) 
If d is replaced by 1/d, then equation (20) represents the 
second term, and for cl = 0 it represents the third term of 
equation (19). · 
The function (19) has branch-points at z = ± 1, and· 
we have to introduce a cut along the real axis between 
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t = X - 1; () = 0 
However, after going around the branch-point x = + 1 
and approaching the real axis from the upper or lower_ 
half plane, respectively, we obtain 
lu,l = 1 - x; 8,. ,1 = ±7r 
With this, the upper and lower limits of the first term are 
found as 
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{ 
(1 + x)YI2- 1(1 - x)YI Z-l (cos [7r( 'Y ; 2 - 1) I ± i sin [1r('Y / 2 -·1) ])} 
-2'Yms 
. a' + b' (cos 7r'Y ± i sin~!F - c'(cos 7r')' ± i sin 7r'Y) 2 2 
(
dJVOl) . lim± ----a;- = lim± (u/1l - iv,OJ) = 
where 
a' (1 - d)(1 + x))' 
b' 2d(1 + x)Y/2(1 - x)YI2 
C 1 = ( 1 + d) ( 1 - X) 1' 
Upon separating real and imaginary parts, we find 
m(x) ·"u . (7r'Y) c L' 1) .r' - sm -- e - e 
27r .2 
3 
X [(eL' - e.r')(e.r' - 1) p12 - 1 I: 
i~l 
(22) 
(25) 
sign (i)(a + c) X JJJJJJJJJJJJ~~~~~~~JJJJJJJJJJ
a2 + b2 + c2 + 2b(a - c) cos ( 71"
2
") - 2ac cos (1r-y) 
(1 + x)"Y/2 - 1 (1 - x)"Y/ 2 - 1 (a'+ c') { 
b'' + c'' + 2b' (a' - c') cos ( ~}DF - 2a' c' cos ( 7r'Y)) (23) 
This expression describes the jump in normal velocity 
across the cut in the z-plane. Since the transformation 
from the z-plane to the z.-plane does not introduce any 
new branch-points, we can evaluate the discontinuity in 
normal velocity across the cut along the real axis in the 
Zc-plane immediately from the known jump in the z-plane 
and the relatioh 
dW = dW . dz = dW [ -47re2 .. •cl b J 
dzc dz dz, dz b(eZ..L/b - I) 
which, together with equations (16) and (I7), yields 
If we assume that the jump in normal velocity is gen-
erated by a distribution of three-dimensional sources, 
constant with respect to the third dimension and extend-
ing over an infinite width, of strength m per unit length 
and unit width, then Gauss' flux theorem gives 
or 
dQ = (C.vCll + c.v<2> - c.v<3>)dA = 47rmdA 
m= 
c.v<o + c.v<2J - c.v<al 
47r 
With the abbreviations 
x' = 21rxclb; L' = Z1rL/ b
the source distribution along the centerline of the modified 
ogive is therefore given by 
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where 
and 
with 
a = (1 - dt)(eL' - e•')"Y 
b 2dt(eL' - e•')YI2(e•' - 1)1'12 
c = (I + di)(e•' - 1)1' 
sign (i) {
+I for z=1,2 
-1 for i = 3 
(24) 
da = 0 
The shape of the modified ogive is symmetrical with re-
spect to the center of the body . . A proof of this as given 
by E. 0. :Yiacagno is shown in Appendix 2. 
. The "linearized" three-dimensional source distribution 
for a body slender enough that its thickness can be as-
sumed to be negligible is given by 
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Fig. 3 Electrical circuit for capacitance probe 
u 
m(x) = - tan O(x) 
. 27r 
(26) . 
where tan O(x) is defined by the geometry of the modified 
ogive. 
Surface Elevation and Wave Resistance 
of Modified Ogive 
The surface configuration behind the modified ogive is 
obtained by integrating the expressions for the line 
source over the singularities generating the body. By 
shifting the coordinate system so that the origin is 
located at the center ofthe body and the modified ogive 
extends from - L/2· to L/2, by making use of the anti-
symmetry of the source distribution, and by defining 
rL/2 . . 
FA ({3) = 2 J 
0 
m(x0) sin ({3x0)dx0 (27) 
we can express the surface elevation due to the modified 
ogive as 
t = ts +it+ r2 
with the asymptotic form far downstream 
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(28) 
(29) 
Here 
2UJL/2 S! = - - rn(xo)(x - Xo) 
(/ - L / 2 
[ 
00 
1 J XL 9 .dxo 
n= -oo (X- Xo)· + (y - nb)· (30) 
and 
4U fL/2 { t1 = - m(xo) COS [Ko(X - Xo)] 
bg -L/2 
X ( Si[K0 (:c - x0)] + ~F - sin [Ko(x - Xo) ]Ci 
} SU "' ( y) { ..j; UL X [Ko(x- Xo)] dxo - bi nz;l cos 21r1t b 1' 1 
X (z2- I) cos [ 21rn ~ (z2 - 1) }FA [T (z2 - l)'h] dz 
z(z - zo)(z - Zt) · 
+ f::, m(x.)Si [ (x ~ Xo) 2.-nUL }1x,} (31) 
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and 
{ ( 
y) 4 u "' cos 2 7rn b 
r2 = _b1r sin (KoX)FA(Ko) + 2 L * · 
g n=l n 
The numerical evaluation of these expressions is very 
elaborate, mainly because of the double integral inside 
the summation in equation (31), ap.d because the amount 
·of calculations necessary to determine FA ({3) increases 
linearly with the value of {3. A plot of the function 
F A({3) indicates that beyond an initial region it can be 
replaced by an approximation of the type 
FA ({3) ~ ~ cos ({3L/2 - c3) for {3 > 2L (33) {3c' 
where the coefficients C1,2,3 depend upon the particular 
values of U, b, a and L. The value of ea is obtained from 
a plot of the function FA ({3) itself, and c1 and c2 are de-
termined from a log-log plot of the envelope of the curve. 
With a proper choice of the coefficients, this approxima-
tion was found to deviate from the exact expression by 
less than ± 2 percent of the peak values. 
The theoretical wave resistance of a body in an inviscid 
fluid in irrotatiorial motion with the boundary conditions 
linearized in a manner appropriate to ships with small 
beam-to-length ratios is given by l\Iichell's integral [4]. 
Since in our case the zero-Froude-number singularity 
distribution is known, we use a slightly modified version 
of this integral given by ::.\Iaruo [7], which reduces to the 
form 
R = 87rp f.- /2 FA'(Ko sec IJ) cos IJdiJ 
-T/ 2 . 
This expression is valid for a body in an infinite fluid. 
Therefore, in order to include the effect of the channel 
walls, an expression for the wave resistance of the body 
in a channel is derived from Lagally's theorem, following 
a procedure proposed by L. Landweber. 
Consider two line sources m1 and m2, located at (x1, 0) 
and (x2, O), respectively. Lagally's theorem states that 
the force components F1.2 acting on source m1 due to mz, 
and F2;11 acting on source m2 due to m1, are 
where u1 is the velocity at X1 due to mz, integrated over the 
z-direction, and u2 the z-integrated velocity at xz due to 
the source m1. The potential due to a line source in a 
- i"' Oc/>(m,) f 
u1 = -- dz· · 
o OX Jcxo.ol' 
u,., = -- dz - f"'oct><mo) i. 
- 0 OX I (xt,o) 
it is easily shown that the coritributions m1u1 and mztlz 
due to cl>s and c/>1 are equal and opposite in sign and there-
fore cancel each other. The term c/>2, however, yields 
-411'mz {. 
u1 = ~ cos [Ko(xl - x2) J 
+ 2 ntl n*(n*Z + 1) cos[ Ko(xl - x2) (n*: 1)'/'}
Here mru1 is equal to m2u2, and therefore rf>z gives a re-
sulting force. The source m1 also contributes to the force 
acting on itself, as can be seen if we set m2 = m1 and 
x 2 = x 1• The effect of all singularities, including m1 itself, 
upon the line source m1 is now obtained by integration of 
the force component F1.2 over all the singularities m2, and 
the resistance of the modified ogive results then from a 
second integration over all the line sources m1 generating 
the body. Symmetry considerations allow us to reduce 
the resulting double integral to the form 
f FA2 [K (n* + 
1)'h]t 
R = 167r2P FA. 2(Ko) + 4 '£ *o * 2 f 
bKo n= 1 n (n + 1) / 
(35) 
This expression gives us the theoretical wave resistance as 
a function of the singularity distribution, which we want to 
compare with the wave resistance as calculated from the 
surface configuration. It must be pointed out that 
other formulas for the wave resistance in a channel have 
been derived by Sretenskii and by Keldysh and Sedov. 
In his paper [I], Eggers derived, with the assumption
that the wave pattern is composed of a system of free 
waves, an expression for the wave resistance in terms of 
surface profiles at a pair of transverse cuts. It has been 
pointed out by several people that his formula contains a 
mathematical indeterminacy, and therefore his analysis 
has to be amended in such a way that at least three or 
more transverse profiles are evaluated by the method of 
least squares to yield the wavemaking resistance accord-
ing to Eggers' analysis. 
The surface elevation at any point (x, y) is given, ac-
cording to Eggers, by 
1 "' 
r(x, y) = 2 n~"D (an COS (wnX) - f3n Sill (wnX)) 
X cos [ Un E~ - y) J (36) 
channel is given by where 
where the individual components are obtained from the 
expressions for a point source by treatment analogous 
to that shown previously for the surface elevation due to 
a line source. With 
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b 
positive root of (xn2 - Un2 - Kox,. tanh (xnh) = 0) 
(xn 2 - u,.Z)'1• > 0 
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Fig. 4 Sketch of traversing mechanism 
h = depth of channel, in our case infinite 
:\Iultiplying both sides by cos [ Um E~ - y)]. then in-
tegrating from -b/ 2 to b/2 and making use of the or-
thogonality properties of trigonometric functions, one 
obtains 
an COS (wnX) - (3,. sin (wnX) 
-~ g~WW2 r(x,y) cos [ u,. E~ - y) J dy = o (37) 
For each n, the values of a,. and (3,. are computed from 
this equation by using several cuts and applying the 
method of least squares. · Then the resistance i:-o obtained 
from Eggers' equation: 
R = Ro + 2:: R,. (38) 
n=l 
where 
Ro pgb A ( 2 + (3 2) -- o ao o 16 (38a) 
and
(38b) 
with 
sinh ('2xnh) + 2x,.h w;,2 
-sinh (2x,.h) xn2 (38c) 
Both the calculated and the measured profiles have been 
evaluated according to equation (38). 
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Experiments 
The tests were performed in the IIHR towing tank, 
described in [9], which is 10 ft wide, 9 ft deep, and 300 ft 
long. A modified ogive of angle a = 30 deg with an 
approximate length-to-width ratio of 10 : 1 (Fig. 2) . was 
tested as a vertical strut. The model is 6 ft long and has 
a thickness of 0.615 ft at the midsection. At a depth of 4 
ft below the free surface, it is terminated by a 1/4-in. 
aluminum plate extending 1.5 ft to· either side and 1 ft in 
front of the body. X ose and stern of the model are made 
of solid wood, whereas the middle part consists of 1/4-in. 
plywood sheets with horizontal 3/ 4-in. ribs spaced .8 in. 
apart. All parts are coated with epoxy paint. The 
model was attached rigidly to the carriage, and a hole in 
the bottom plate, which wa::; plugged during run::;, allowed 
the inside of the model to fill with water, which made 
the model very nearly neutrally buoyant. In order to 
avoid any uncertainty as to the extent of the laminar 
boundary layer and to stimulate turbulence along the 
hull, a row of lucite pins (1 / 8-in. dia, 1/ 10-in. height) was 
fitted at ;)/8-in. spacing 6 in. behind the bow. 
As a sensing element, a capacitance-type probe was 
chosen, which was connected to the electrical circuit 
shown in Fig. 3, designed by J. Glover. A commercially 
available ''Ceroc" wire with a · ceramic-heavy tefton 
coating was found to be most suitable. It shov.·s suf-
ficient sensitivity (1/1000-ft change in surface elevation 
produces a signal of about 0.4 mm), low surface-tension 
effects (about ± 0.0008 ft), and fair linearity of the out-
put signal. The response to changes in surface elevation 
was found to be practically instantaneous, which is con-
firmed by a study of Pearlman [10 ]. The insulation of 
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Fig. 5 Traversing mech anism 
the wire ,.;lowly absorb:-; 1vater, thus causing a gradual 
drift of the output signal. II(J\\'ever, after the wire has 
been immersed for about :! hr. the rate of drift i~ di-
minished conWJ;iderabl~J . and after :2-l: hr of immersion it 
disappears completely. Consequently the probe is 
immer:-;ed at least :!-± hr before an~J measurementWW~ are 
taken. and abo clming the waiting periods between runs. 
The traver:-;ing mechaniWW~mI which transport:-; the probe 
across the channel during a run, is sho1vn in Figs.-± and.). 
It is mounted 1lll a trailer, which wa:-; set at distancr:-; 
from :3 to :2;) ft brhind thr stern of the model. A small 
C<trriage holding tlw probe is pulled along two mib from 
one :-;ide of the tank to the other b~J a eonstnnt-speed 
1 ;)0-hp motor at a veloeity of 0.;) tps. The motor can be 
:-;witched on and off from the main carriage, and limiting 
-m-itches on either end stop it automatically. .\. marker 
records e,·ery foot of travel, ancl thus a continuou:s record 
of probe pr>:-::ition ,-er:-;us I'IUrface elevation il'l obtained. 
The probe can bP mounted on either side of the probe 
carrier. and it can be moved both horizontally and 
vertically. The vertical adjustment is con trolled by a 
vernier scale, ,,·hich is used for the static calibration of the 
probe. A dynamic calibration is obtained by running the 
probe at various speeds without the ::lhip model. 
All mea~urement~ were taken at a carriage speed of .) 
fps with a variation of about ± 1 percent. .\.t each sec-
tion , two runs 1vere performed, the probe being mounted 
once on either ::lide of the probe carrier. Before each run , 
a null reading was obtained by taking a traverse in the 
quiet pool. Since the traversing meehani::lm yields 
mea::;urements only up to !) in . from eithPr tank wall. a 
DECEMBER 1967 
camera was mounted on the trailer awl triggered auto-
matically during the run to take a picture of an aluminum 
plate, fixed stationary to the tank wall, with horizontal 
lines 1 10 in. apart. from which then the surface eleva-
tion at the wall iti::ielf was obtained. 
The records were read at intervals of 0.05 ft. After 
correcting for the null reading from the traverse in the 
quiet pool and for the deflection due to the velocity of 
travel, the readings were converted to surface elevation:-; 
by means of the calibration curve. For each section the 
mean values from the two runs were taken in the region 
of overlap , and the profiles were extended to the point,; 
measured at the "·all. The experimental surface profilei:l 
obtained in thi::< manner were combined in groupi:l of :3 
consecutive sections, and the 1\'U\'e resistance was calcu-
la.ted from the fir,:t .=so term" of the infinite series in equa-
tion EP~F. 
Discussion of Results 
Tmnsver:-;e wave profiles acrosl'l the entire tank width 
were measured at a Froude number of 0.:36 in a regiou 
extending from 1 :Z model length to -1: model length,; 
behind the sLem. The overall accuracv of the memmre-
ments is about ±0.00:3 ft. All profil~" were measured 
twice, and the repC'atahility was found to be about 
±0.00:-. ft. Clo:-;e to the model the repeatability is better 
than far c!mmstream, and at -± model lengths behind the 
stern the profiles were found to be quite unstable. Thi:-; 
is mm;t likely due to imperfect reflections from thE' poorly 
aligned channel \\'ttlb, in combination with the fact that 
at-± model length:-; the two major wave traint> cross each 
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Distance 0 
behind &tern 
L/2. 3L/'+ L 2.L 4L 
Fig. 6 Reflection pattern of bow and stern waves 
~rtF 
F .. 0.36 
0 . 2 V/> 1\", j).nal:;ttical 
\ ~ 0 . 4 ./) \ 0 --~y / / /// 
~ -o.t / / 
r-- experimental 
' 
-0.2 /// 1 
bow stern 
---
,, .......... 
............. _ ~ / I f sepora 1on 
' ~JDP 
-o.s Jo.~HJ -0.3 -0.2. -o.t 0 0.1 0.2. 0.'3 0.4- 0.5 
x/L 
Fig. 7 Wave profile along hull 
other (see Fig. 6), and therefore any inconsistency tends 
to be augmented at that section. The wave pattern was 
found to be well established and stationary with respect 
to the model at the time the measurements were taken; 
it deviates slightly from symmetry (see Figs. 8 to 11). 
The model alignment remained unchanged for all ex-
periments. The wave profile along the hull of the modi-
fied ogive was measured by taking photographs of graph 
paper glued to the surface of the hull, and also by tracing 
the profile on the hull with a wax pencil. The two meth-
ods check out quite closely; ·the resulting profile is shown 
in Fig. 7. Just downstream from the midsection of 
the model, a small rise and subsequent drop in the 
water level was noticed. About halfway between midsec-
tion and stern separation occurs, which is manifested in 
a very rough and irregular form of the water surface 
downstream from the point of separation. 
The profile along the hull as predicted by the analysis 
is shown in Fig. 7, and transverse profiles at various sec-
tions downstream from the body are given in Figs. 8 to 
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11. For comparison, the profiles obtained from the 
asymptotic expression for the surface elevation both for 
· the "exact" and the linearized source distribution are 
shown on the same graphs. It is seen that for the 1: 10 
modified ogive the linearized singularity distribution 
yields wave profiles which agree quite well with those 
obtained from the 11exact" singularity distribution. At 
the body itself, the asymptotic form deviates grossly 
from the exact form, of course, but already 1/ 2 model 
length behind the stern it describes the exact form rather 
well and the agreement becomes better with increasing 
distance from the body. Both the near-field and the far-
field terms are described by infinite series, which do not 
converge rapidly. It was found that about 50 terms of 
the series a re needed to describe the profiles within ± 1 
percent. The computations necessary to yield the near-
field term are very much more involved than those for 
the far-field term, because the former contains one more 
integration than the latter. On the IB:\( 7040, used in 
this study, 200 series terms for the far-field term were 
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obtained in slightly more than 1 min, whereas 50 terms 
for the near-field term required about 4.5 min of computer 
time. The computational effort necessary to describe 
the near-field term increases with increasing distance 
from the body. 
Experimental and analytical transverse profiles differ 
very greatly, whereas along the hull of the body they 
agree reasonably well. The experimental hull profile 
shows a higher rise in the bow region, agrees fairly well 
near the midsection, then shows a slower rise than the 
analytical profile up to the point of separation, and, oddly 
enough, shows fair agreemer:t again near the stern. 
Similar profiles and deviations were obtained by Shearer, 
whose results are described in [12]. Bow and stern are 
the most important wave-generating regions of the 
boCly. But near the bow the experimental profile shows 
a significant deviation from the analytical curve, probably 
because of nonlinear effects, and in the stern region the 
flow is highly irregular and disturbed due to separation, 
and therefore one can hardly expect the actual waves 
generated by the body to resemble to any degree of 
accuracy the waves predicted from the analysis. At 
1/2 model length behind the stern, the experimental pro-
files exhibit the same general shape as the analytical 
prediction, although they differ coni->iderably in magrli-
tude and do not agree at all in the wake region; further 
downstream the agreement gets worse. In all cases, the 
experimental profiles display smaller amplitudes than 
the calculated ones. · The discrepancies increase in the 
downstream direction due to a combination of viscous 
effects, particularly in the region of the wake, possibly 
nonlinear effects, asymmetry of the experimental profiles, 
which becomes increasingly important in the downstream 
direction, particularly after the waves have been re-
flected from the walls and then cross each other, and 
inaccuracies introduced by reflection losses and poor 
alignment of the channel walls. Sharma [13] also ob-
::;erved that theoretical and experimental wave profiles do 
not agree at all; in his case, the mean elevation obtained 
from experiments was. only 56 percent of the theoretical 
value. 
The theoretical wave resistance for the modified ogive 
in the channel at a Froude number of 0.36 was found to 
be 1 percent higher than the corresponding value for the 
same body in a fluid not bounded by channel walls. · As 
a check, some asymptotic profiles have been evaluated 
according to Eggers' formula, and the results agreed 
within 1 percent with the theoretical wave resistance from 
Lagally's theorem. It was found, however, that the 
series describing the wave resistance converges quite 
slowly; the 30th series term still contributes about 1 
percent of the total. 
Evaluation of the exact analytical profiles by Eggers' 
formula in groups of 3 profiles at a time yielded results 
which deviate from the theoretical wave resistance by 
about two percent. The least-square errors E are of 
the order of 10 percent of the c-values, which gives an 
indication of the numerical accuracy of the · procedure. 
These results seem to indicate that for sections 1/ 2 
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model length and more behind the stern of the body the 
influence of the near-field wave on the wave resistance is 
small compared to the effects resulting from the neglect 
of viscosity. 
Evaluation of the experimental profiles in groups of 3 
consecutive sections at a time gives fairly consistent re-
sults: if the value at the downstream end, where the 
experimental results are most unreliable, is disregarded, 
the results fall within ±7 percent of the mean value. 
The mean wave resistance, according to Eggers' formula, 
found in this manner is about 57 percent of the theoretical 
wave resistance. The resistance values from the experi-
mental profiles seem to exhibit a general trend to decrease 
in the downstream direction, which may be caused by the 
increasing influence of viscous action on the wave pattern. 
However, it is to be noted that the accuracy of the 
measurements decreases in the downstream direction. 
Simultaneous evaluation of all experimental profiles com-
bined yields a value considerably lower than the mean 
from the groups of 3 sections ( 49 as compared to 57 
percent of the theoretical wave resistance). The least-
square errors E are about 10 percent of the c-values, with 
fluctuations up to 100 percent. A previous study on a 
ship model gave resistance values from Eggers' analysis 
of 40 percent of the residual resistance of that model. 
The marked increase in the resistance value obtained for 
the modified ogive is probably due to the considerable 
reduction of the viscous wake and gives an indication of 
the importance of the latter. 
· Since for distances greater than 1/ 2 model length the 
error in the evaluation of the wave resistance introduced 
by the presence of the near-field wave is small compared 
to the discrepancies one is looking for, the basic assump-
tion of the existence of a free wave system in that region 
seems justified. On the other hand, the large deviations 
of the experimental from the analytical profiles give an 
indication of the importance of viscous effects. Not only 
is the surface elevation in the viscous wake itself greatly 
affected, but due to the presence of the wake the entire 
wave pattern changes. This effect could be accounted for 
by the artifice of wake sources [11], which would yield a 
new potential function and hence a different wave 
pattern. 
The singularity distribution used throughout the 
analysis. is the "zero-Froude-number distribution" for 
the modified ogive. This does not affect in any way the 
comparison between the \Vave resistance from Lagally's 
theorem and Eggers' resistance value from analytical 
profiles, since in both cases the same source distribution 
has been used, and it dues not matter what the shape of 
the corresponding body would be at any particular 
Froude number. On the other hand, in evaluating the 
experimental results the question remains as to how the 
shape of the body corresponding to the given singularity 
distribution would differ at the test Froude number from 
the modified ogive, or, conversely, how the singularity 
distribution generating the modified ogive at the test 
Froude number would change, and what then the 
theoretical wave resistance would be with which the 
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Fig. 12 Variation of resistance value from Eggers' formula with 
distance 
experimental results ought to be compared. However, 
for so fine a form as was used here, one would expect the 
error in the theoretical wave resistance due to the use of 
the zero-Froude-number di~W;tribution to be small. 
Conclusions 
Wave profiles downstream from a body cannot be 
predicted in more than a qualitative manner from 
linearized potential theory. Whereas the profile along 
the hull given by the analysis matches the actual profile 
reasonably well, only a very general qualitative re-
semblance between analytical and experimental profiles 
is found behind the body.' The agreement is better close 
to the body than far downstream. Theory gives 
generally larger amplitudes than experiment. 
At 1/2 model length behind the stern, the exact ana-
lytical profile is already fairly close to its asymptotic ex-
pression for sections far downstream. At two model 
lengths behind the stern, the difference between the 
exact and the asymptotic form is negligible. The com-
putational effort required to compute the near-field term 
is about 50 times as great as that ·for the asymptotic 
form. The amount of calculations for the near-field 
term increases with increasing distance from the body. 
The asymptotic form of the wave profiles obtained 
from the linearized source distribution agrees fairly well 
with the asymptotic form from the "exact" source 
distribution. · 
The theoretical wave resistance for the modified ogive 
in the channel is 1 percent higher than the corresponding 
value for the same body in a fluid not bounded by channel 
walls. 
For section_s between 1/2 and 2 model lengths behind 
the stern of the body, Eggers' resistance value from 
254 
analytical profiles was found to differ by about t\•.ro per-
cent from the theoretical wave resistance. Therefore, 
by considering the order of magnitude of the discrepan-
cies introduced by other effects, the basic assumption of 
a system of free waves in the analysis seems justified. 
Eggers' resistance value from experimental profiles is 
about 57 percent of the theoretical wave resistance, 
which, for such a slender body, should not differ con-
siderably from the actual wave resistance. Over the 
region of measurement (1/2 model length to . 4 model 
lengths), a decrease in the downstream direction is 
noticed, which is probably due to the ever increasing in-
fluence of viscous action upon the wave pattern. 
In a previous study, Eggers' resistance value for a ship 
model with a relatively large viscous wake was found to 
be 40 percent of the residual resistance. The reduction 
of the viscous wake therefore seems to be of great im-
portance. 
The main source of error in applying Eggers' relation-
ship to experimental profiles seems to stem from the 
neglect of viscous effects in the analysis. It therefore 
appears to be necessary to develop a procedure of analyz-
ing the profile measurements taking into account the 
presence of the viscous wake, which could possibly be 
accomplished by incorporating a system of wake sources 
[11) into the analysis. 
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Appendix 1 
Evaluation of Cauchy Principal-Value Integrals by 
Quadrature Formulas 
Integrals of the type 
I = .J; b f(x) dx; 
1'a.x-xo a<xo<b 
can be evaluated numerically by quadrature formulas, if 
the indeterminate value of the integrand at x = x0 is re-
placed by f'(xo). The following proof has been derived 
by L. Landweber. The change of variables 
z = 2xo - x; g(z) = f(x) 
for the second part of the expression 
1= lim (. rx·-· f(x) dx + fb f(x) dx) 
,-..o Ja X-Xo xo+•X-Xo 
gives 
I=hm --dx- --dz . (J"'•-• f(x) !,"'•-• g(z) ) 
,-..o a · X-Xo 2xo-bZ-Xo 
In terms of a quadrature formula-for instance, Simp-
son's rule-this becomes 
I = t:.h [ f(a) + 4; f(a + t:.h) + 2 f(a + 2t:.h) 
3 a - Xo a + t:.h - Xo a + 2t:.h - Xo 
+ .... + 4 f(xo - ht:.h) + lim (f(xo - E))] 
-!:,. e-+0 -E 
_ t:.h [g(2xo - b) + 4 g(2xo - b + t:.h) 
3 Xo - b Xo - b + t:.h 
+ 2 g(2xo - b + 2t:.h) + .... + 4 g(xo - t:.h} 
. ~JbH2tW.h -t:.h 
+ lim (g(xo - E))] 
t-+0 -e 
or, after reversing the transformation for the second part, 
I = t:.h [ f(a) + 4 f(a + t:.h) + 2 f(a + 2t:.h) 
3 x - x0 a + t:.h - Xo a + 2t:.h - Xo 
+ .... + 4 f(xo - t:.h) _ lim (f(xo - E)) 
-t:.h ,-..o E 
+ lim (f(xo + E)) + 4 f(xo + t:.h) + .... 
,-..o E · t:.h 
+ 2 f(b - 2t:.h) + 4 f(b - t:.h) + __i_ill_J b - 2t:.h - Xo b - t:.h - Xo b - Xo 
255 
Frop:o  the definition 
f'(xo) = clf(x)
1
1 = lim [f(xo + ~F - f(xo - ~F] 
clx z-xo .-o 2e 
it follows therefore that 
l = Ah [ f(a) + 4 f(a + Ah) + 2 f(a + 2Ah) 
3 a - Xo a + Ah - Xo a + 2Ah - Xo 
+ . .. .. + 4 J(xo + hAh) + 2 f'(xo) + 4 J(xo ~ t:.h) 
-A . t:. 
+ ..... + 2 f(b - 2Ah) + 4 f(b - Ah) 
b - 2t:.h - Xo b - t:.h - Xo 
+ f(b) J 
b- Xo 
This shows that a numerical integration of I by quadra-
ture formulas can proceed right through the Cauchy 
principal value, if the principal value itself is selected to 
be a discrete point of the integration and if the integrand 
there is replaced by the derivative of the function f (:t) at 
that point. 
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Appendix 2 
Proof of Symmetry of Modified Ogive 
The following proof that the shape of the modified ogive 
is symmetrical with respect to t he center of the body has 
been given by E. 0. ~facagno. 
Consider the exponential t ransformation of the ogive 
in the unbounded Zt-plane into the modified ogive in the 
channel in the zc.:.plane (Fig. 1). Lines of constant angle 
{) map into horizontal lines, and lines of constant radius 
map into vertical lines to a logarithmic scale. Consider 
the tangent from the origin to the ogive in the Zt-plane 
(0 = 8max), and let the distance of the tangential point 
from the origin be a. For an arbitrary radial line of angle 
fJ, designate the distance of the points of intersection from 
the origin by r1 and r2, respectively. From the geometric 
properties of a circle it is known that 
and therefore 
ln a - In r1 = ln r2 - ln a 
which shows that the ogive will map into a symmetrical 
body by the exponential transformation. Conversely it 
is seen that only circles or circular sections are tram;-
formed into symmetrical shapes by this transformation. 
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